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ANDRITZ HYDRO
Modernization and renewal

About 50% of the primary and secondary technologies installed in hydropower plants all over
the world are more than 40 years old. Therefore, the market is increasingly being driven by modernization and upgrading of existing hydropower plants.
The ANDRITZ GROUP is a global market
leader for electromechanical equipment
and services for the hydropower, pulp and
paper, metals, and other industries (solid/
liquid separation, feed and biofuel). The
group is headquartered in Graz, Austria and
has a staff of approximately 17,000 worldwide. ANDRITZ operates more than 180
production sites, service and sales companies around the world.
In a world trying to reduce emissions
of greenhouse gases and pollutants,
ANDRITZ HYDRO supports its customers,
environmental efforts by providing technologies that maximize the generation of
energy from hydropower.
Hydropower is by far the most important
renewable energy resource. According to
the IEA (International Energy Agency), only
a third of hydropower potential has been
developed. A large number of new hydropower projects are to be expected in the
future.

The ANDRITZ HYDRO Service & Rehab
Division is specialized in optimization of
existing operations and maintenance of
hydropower equipment. The division supports the customers in reaching their
goals ─ maximization of energy production yield, increase of competitiveness, and
generation of sustainable value.
All individual customer requirements are
supplied with individual solutions meeting
the technical, economic, and legal requirements. The range of products and services
includes components and spare parts
supply, complete automation packages, installation services, short-term repairs and
modifications, inspections and overhauls,
residual life analysis, risk assessment, feasibility studies, training, rehabilitation, modernization, and upgrades.

Highlights
▪		
More than 170 years of experience in turbine design, including
over 30,000 units with more than
300,000 MW installed
▪ More than 120 years of experience
with electrical equipment
▪ Complete range up to 800 MW/unit
▪ Leader in service and rehabilitation
▪ World leader for small hydropower
plants
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Service and rehabilitation
Life-cycle service
We develop service and rehabilitation solutions to achieve maximum customer benefit
and return on investment, based upon energy market development, customer goals
and plant conditions. Service leads to higher
profitability and value through the continuous improvement of the asset management.
Rehabilitation leads to higher profitability
and value through a single intervention, extending the residual life and/or implementing
state-of-the-art technology.

Highlights
▪ Technological leadership
▪ Customer orientation
▪ Proximity to our customers
▪ Long-term experience
▪ Understanding of generation process
▪ Process oriented project
management
▪ Competent supplier of core
components
▪ Water to wire system competence
available
▪ Worldwide qualified supplier base

ANDRITZ HYDRO is a full life-cycle service provider in hydropowerr

Modernization

Expert support

Modernization or
rehabilitation
Diagnosis
Replacement

Service

Repair

Inspection
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Products and services

Turbines
▪ Pelton turbines
▪ Francis turbines
▪ Kaplan turbines
▪ Bulb turbines
▪ Pump turbines
▪ Pumps
▪ Major turbine overhaul
▪ Modernization of own fleets equipment
as well as other original equipment manufacturers
▪ Implementation of new health/safety/
environmental requirements
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Generators
▪ High voltage synchronous generators
(vertical or horizontal type of all speeds)
▪ Modernization/replacement of active
parts such as:
▪ stator windings (coils or bars)
▪ poles
▪ pole winding or
▪ pole winding re-insulation
▪ new stator core
▪ Modernization of own fleets equipment
as well as other original equipment manufacturers
▪ Implementation of new health/safety/
environmental requirements

Research and development
▪ Hydraulic, mechanical, and electrical
design optimization
▪ Transient hydraulic and electrical system simulation
▪ Secondary equipment
▪ Measurement technology at site and in
the laboratories
▪ Fingerprint measurements and root
cause analysis
▪ Coating technology
▪ High-end simulation methods and software packages
▪ Powerful computing centers
▪ Bearing test rig
▪ High voltage test center
▪ Hydraulic laboratories (Austria, Brazil,
Canada, Finland, and Switzerland)

Automation
▪ Automation and control
▪ Mechanical protection
▪ Electrical protection
▪ Excitation system (static/brushless)
▪ SCADA system
▪ Online monitoring and diagnosis system
▪ Power plant management (including
third party modules)
Electrical equipment
▪ Customized solutions and services for
all electrical systems in the power plant
▪ Complete product range ─ from low
voltage up to high voltage switchyards,
including auxiliary equipment

Valves
Rehabilitation of:
▪ Spherical valves
▪ Butterfly valves
▪ Relief valves
▪ Ring sleeve valves
▪ Gate valves
Penstock and gates
Rehabilitation/modernization of:
▪ All types of gates (roller, flap, radial, or
sliding) including electrical and hydraulic
equipment
▪ Trashracks
▪ Stoplocks
▪ Penstocks
▪ Draft tubes

Services
▪ Spare parts management
▪ Minor/major overhaul
▪ Inspections
▪ Field services
▪ Repairs
▪ Maintenance
▪ Plant assessments
▪ Expert support
▪ Feasibility studies
▪ Risk assessments
▪ Training
▪ Life-cycle analysis
▪ Fault analysis and trouble shooting
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Preserve your assets
Rehabilitation, upgrading, and modernization
Hydropower currently meets about 16% of
the world’s electricity needs. Most mid-term
scenarios predict that power needs will be
primarily met by a combination of various
new, renewable, and fossil fuel resources.
According to current forecasts, awareness
of global warming will lead to continuous
growth of the demand for hydropower – the
best proven and most developed form of
renewable energy. Up to now only about
30% of global hydropower resources have
been developed.

On the other hand, about 50% of the primary and secondary equipment/systems
installed in hydro power plants all over the
world is more than 40 years old. Control
and operation requirements of hydro plants
are continuously growing to meet modern
grid requirements. Rehabilitation of existing power plants is essential for future grid
stability. Our customers place great importance on sustainability. Their sustainability
strategies are based on installation of modern, environmentally friendly technologies
and processes. No matter how different the
individual customer requirements, they are
always combined with individual solutions
meeting the technical, economic, and legal
requirements of their markets.

Rehabilitation or
Refurbishment or
Maintenance:
repair of components
to original status

Technical pro

Highlights
▪ Improved power generation through
optimal utilization of available
water resources
▪ Increased revenues from power
generation
▪ Reduced service and
maintenance costs
▪ Reduced risks of standstill and
unplanned maintenance
▪ Improved/maintained reliability and
availability of the plant
▪ Life-cycle analysis due to changed
operating conditions
▪ Improved health and safety on plant
▪ Compliance with environmental
regulations secured

Modernization or
Upgrading or
Uprating:
major added value
(e.g. GWh ↗)

gress

Hydraulic performance
Reliability, safety

O&M Costs

time of operation
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The “Three-Phase Approach”
As a result of the long-term operation of
hydro-electric power plants (HEPPs) the
reliability, availability, hydraulic performance, and consequently the earnings are
decreasing and the operation and maintenance (O&M) costs are increasing. When
specific components of HEPPs are near the
end of their service life, modernization of the
entire plant becomes inevitable.

Modernization is a very complex issue,
and the aging of the various plant components and systems depends on environmental and ambient conditions. Based
on many years of experience and work,
ANDRITZ HYDRO has developed a structured process for assessing and modernizing HEPPs in the most economic way. This
systematic approach ensures tailor made
solutions which guarantee the maximum
benefit for the owners.

Highlights
▪ Damage analysis
▪ Natural frequency analysis
▪ Rotor dynamics
▪ Optimization of power plant

Diagnosis:

Analysis:

Therapy:

Register,
assess, and
weigh up all
project-related
parameters

Develop and
evaluate
suitable
modernization
scenarios

Implement
the optimum
modernization
solution

Modernization process
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Research and Development
ANDRITZ HYDRO has more than 170 years
of experience with the design and development of hydropower technology. Due to
the changing market conditions, customer
requirements, and technological developments, there are still many challenges for
Research and Development (R&D), comprises turbine technology, generator technology, automation, and pump technology.
Flexibility of operation and robustness of
the electromechanical equipment over
a long life-cycle are today’s major challenges. Therefore, the research activities of
ANDRITZ HYDRO are targeted at the integrated optimization of hydraulic, mechanical, and electrical performance. This is
achieved by developing and applying new
numerical simulation methods and by measurements, both on the test rigs and on site.
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ANDRITZ HYDRO has various laboratories and test rigs available, like coating
test rigs in its wear lab, the hydraulic test
rigs in its hydraulic laboratories, as well as
a high voltage test rig and a bearing test
rig. Simulations are carried out for fluid
dynamics, mechanics, heat transfer, and
electro-magnetic processes as well as
dynamic behavior of the hydraulic-electrical
system as a whole, with the most modern
software and high performance hardware.
R&D in the automation business is integrating the most recent technologies of the IT
and telecommunication industry. ANDRITZ
HYDRO’s Computer Aided Engineering
(CAE) together with its excellent measurement technology guarantees successful
product development and brings our customers great benefits.

For refurbishment projects, the interdisciplinary approach of ANDRITZ HYDRO’s
R&D Department is especially important.
We provide a thorough analysis of the existing machine and various modernization
scenarios, enabling an optimal solution to
be developed.
In order to meet future challenges, the R&D
of ANDRITZ HYDRO is dedicated to new
products, new product properties, as well
as manufacturing methods.
Research in the fields of coating and materials technology, fluid dynamics, structural
mechanics and electrical design, that takes
place in universities, is being directly utilized
through research cooperation with partners
all over the world.

170 years of history
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ANDRITZ HYDRO
Global service and rehabilitation locations

Canada, Québec

USA, Charlotte

Andritz Hydro Ltée
6100 Trans Canada Highway
Pointe-Claire, Québec
Canada, H9R 1B9
Phone +1 (514) 428-6700
contact-hydro.ca@andritz.com

ANDRITZ HYDRO Corp.
10735 David Taylor Drive, Suite 500
Charlotte, NC 28262
United States
Phone +1 (704) 943 4343
contact-hydro.us@andritz.com

USA, Lewiston

USA, Spokane

Precision Machine & Supply Inc.
3218 East Main Street
Lewiston, ID 83501
United States
Phone +1 (208) 746 2621
dan.wenstrom@andritz.com

Precision Machine and Supply, Inc.
15708 East Marietta Lane
Spokane, WA 99216
United States
Phone +1 (509) 922 1666
dan.wenstrom@andritz.com

Mexico, Morelia

Colombia, Bogota

Austria, Graz

Austria, Vienna

ANDRITZ HYDRO S.A. de C.V.
Av. Ciudad Industrial No. 977, Col.
Ciudad Industrial
58200 Morelia, Mich.
Mexico
Phone +52 (443) 323 1530
contact-hydro.mx@andritz.com

ANDRITZ HYDRO Ltda.
Cra 67 No. 100-20, Piso 9
93228 Bogotá
Colombia
Phone +57 (1) 7448200
contact-hydro.co@andritz.com

ANDRITZ AG
Headquarters ANDRITZ GROUP
Stattegger Strasse 18
8045 Graz
Austria
Phone +43 (316) 6902 0
welcome@andritz.com

ANDRITZ HYDRO GmbH
Eibesbrunnergasse 20
1121 Vienna
Austria
Phone +43 (1) 508055
contact-hydro@andritz.com

Brazil, Barueri

Spain, Madrid

Italy, Schio

ANDRITZ HYDRO Brasil Ltda.
Avenida Juruá, 747
Alphaville Industrial
06455-010 Barueri, SP Brazil
Phone +55 (11) 4133 00 31
contact-hydro.br@andritz.com

ANDRITZ HYDRO S.L.
Carretera M-106, KM 2
E-28110 Algete (Madrid)
Spain
Phone +34 (91) 425 1000
contact-hydro.es@andritz.com

ANDRITZ HYDRO S.r.l. Unipersonale
Via Daniele Manin 16/18
36015 Schio (VI)
Italy
Phone +39 (0445) 678 211
contact-hydro.it@andritz.com
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Germany, Ravensburg
ANDRITZ HYDRO GmbH
Escher-Wyss-Weg 1
88212 Ravensburg
Germany
Phone +49 (751) 29511 0
contact-hydro.de@andritz.com

India, Prithla

India, Mandideep

ANDRITZ HYDRO Private Ltd.
49/5, Mathura Road, Village Prithla
District Palwal – 121 102, (Haryana)
India
Phone +91 (1275) 262161 163
contact-hydro.in@andritz.com

ANDRITZ HYDRO Private Ltd.
D-17, MPAKVN Industrial Area,
Mandideep Dist. Raisen – 462 046
India
Phone +91 (7480) 400400 401
contact-hydro.in@andritz.com

Indonesia, Jakarta

China, Beijing

PT. ANDRITZ HYDRO
Jl. Talang No. 3, Pegangsaan, Menteng
Jakarta Pusat 10320
Indonesia
Phone +62 (21) 390 6929
Fax +62 (21) 390 5006
contact-hydro.id@andritz.com

ANDRITZ (China) Ltd.
Rm. 3-7, 18F/B Hanwei Plaza, 7
Guanghua Road, Chaoyang District
Beijing, 100004
P.R. China
Phone +86 (10) 6561 3388
contact-hydro.cn@andritz.com

Austria, Linz

Austria, Weiz

Finland, Tampere

Norway, Jevnaker

ANDRITZ HYDRO GmbH
Lunzerstrasse 78
4031 Linz
Austria
Phone +43 (732) 69860
contact-hydro@andritz.com

ANDRITZ HYDRO GmbH
Dr.-Karl-Widdmann-Strasse 5
8160 Weiz
Austria
Phone +43 (3172) 606 2212
contact-hydro@andritz.com

ANDRITZ HYDRO Oy
Etu-Hankkion katu 1
33701 Tampere
Finland
Phone +358 (3) 25643 111
contact-hydro.fi@andritz.com

ANDRITZ HYDRO AS
Bergermoen
3520 Jevnaker
Norway
Phone +47 61 31 52 00
contact-hydro.no@andritz.com

Switzerland, Vevey

Switzerland, Kriens

Switzerland, Zurich

Sweden, Nälden

ANDRITZ HYDRO SA
Rue des Deux Gares 6
1800 Vevey
Switzerland
Phone +41 (21) 925 7700
contact-hydro.ch@andritz.com

ANDRITZ HYDRO AG
Obernauerstrasse 4
6010 Kriens
Switzerland
Phone +41 (41) 329 5111
contact-hydro.ch@andritz.com

ANDRITZ HYDRO AG
Hardstrasse 319
8005 Zurich
Switzerland
Phone +41 (44) 275 8080
contact-hydro.ch@andritz.com

ANDRITZ HYDRO AB
Vaplans Väg 29
835 44 Nälden
Sweden
Phone +46 640 177 00
contact-hydro.se@andritz.com
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ANDRITZ HYDRO GmbH
Eibesbrunnergasse 20
1120 Vienna, Austria
Phone +43 (1) 508055
Fax +43 (1) 89 46046
contact-hydro@andritz.com

